
HOW TO SAVE

MONEY ON

YOUR ENERGY BILLS

THIS CHRISTMAS

 REDUCE ELECTRIC BILLS
The average household can spend up to £50

extra on gas and electricity in December as

parties get underway, turkeys get basted and

Christmas lights are plugged in. Solar PV could

help to reduce electric bills and increase self-

sufficiency.
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CHRISTMAS ENERGY2
Extra time at home over Christmas costs a

household around £20 more in heating and

electricity. Try keeping your property at a

constant temperature over the Christmas period

instead of turning it on and off all the time. Air

Source Heat Pumps are generally cheaper to run

than traditional fossil fuels heating systems.

DECEMBER HEATING3
Heating accounts for 20-40% of an office’s total

energy costs and reducing the temperature by

just 1ºC can cut fuel consumption by around 8%.

Put your best Christmas jumpers on to keep

warm! When all your employees have gone

home for Christmas, turn your heating down

until it's just high enough to prevent frost.

4 EASY CHANGES 
Lighting an average small office overnight

wastes enough energy to heat water for 1,000

cups of coffee. Make sure you turn you lights off

when you’re not using them and switch to

energy efficient LED lighting. Give yourself a gift

this Christmas of lower energy bills.

GADGET USE5
A single monitor and computer left on 24 hours

a day will cost around £45 a year. Make sure that

your employees switch computers off before

leaving for the holidays. Solar PV panels could

generate electric during the days to combat this.

Battery storage stores free electric generated

which could then be used at night.

CHRISTMAS LIGHTS6
A display of 100 five-watt bulbs switched on for

six hours a day over the festive period will

consume 207 Kwh, the equivalent of 22.8 days of

the average British household's electricity

consumption. Make sure you put the external

Christmas lights on a timer, so you don't leave

them on overnight.
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